Creator: Bombo Road Metal Works

Historical Note: The Bombo Road Metal Works operated a blue metal quarry at Bombo north of Kiama. The quarry was managed by Duncan Salmond for George Hill of Sydney. The rock was shipped from wharves at Kiama and Bombo. This collection comprises a letterpress book from Bombo Road Metal Works.

Record Summary: Business records– letterpress book

Date Range: 1887-1889

Quantity: 15cm (1 box)

Access Conditions: Available for reference. Contact Archivist in advance to arrange access.

Note: Original volume damaged by water, microfiche copy available

Inventory: Compiled 12 June, 1980. Last revised 11 October 2012
Item List

1. **Letterpress Book, 11 May 1887- 21 August 1889**
   Letters refer largely to orders for blue metal but include references to the employment of quarrymen and to the mode of quarrying. The volume has been damaged by water and many pages are indecipherable, a microfiche copy is available.